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The Back of My Beyond
In my mind’s eye I picture him, pretty much as his friend George saw him in life on that
day sitting with his back against a tree; leaning slightly forward; legs drawn up with
forearms on knees; left index finger and thumb clasping the palm and back of his right
hand; a fedora-style hat tilted back on his head to reveal a high forehead, narrow face,
hawkish nose, and penetrating eyes that stare directly at whatever has gained their
attention. I have seen other images taken over the span of his often-torturous time on
this earth; but I prefer this one, for it
shows a face at ease and content;
happy, inasmuch as he might ever
think of himself in that term. And why
should it not be so, for it shows a man
who is sitting in what is, with little
doubt, his most favorite place of all,
the Great Smoky Mountains; taking a
well-earned break from doing what is
his most favorite thing to do,
wandering the “back of his beloved
beyond”, seeking to know intimately
all of its rises and falls, to absorb all of
its many secrets of plant and animal, water and mineral.
Life has not always given him this degree of contentment, and so, perhaps, there is a
twinge of gratitude revealed in what the eyes would say; a knowing that what is being
experienced in the moment of the camera’s shutter being released carries a blessing over
and against the pain of much of what has been, maybe even great enough to make all of
that pain worthwhile.
This is the picture of him that I see whenever I am in this place – the back of my own
beyond – doing what I love to do more than anything else – wandering the ups and
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downs of these Smoky Mountains, these Places of Blue Mist, so that I might try to know
them as he did, in the depth of my soul.
In this moment, standing in the middle of the stream that bears his name, alongside the
trail that is, likewise, his namesake,
the picture of Horace Kephart
comes to mind; an image that his great
friend, George Masa, took during a
rest stop atop the mountain that is also
called Kephart, a 6217’ peak along the
very crest of the Smokies that was so
named in his honor even before his
untimely death.
Looking downstream from my
position I can see the confluence of
Kephart Prong and Beech Flats Prong,
both having plunged from their
respective drainages on opposite sides of Newfound Gap to this gathering point of forest
floor where, henceforth, they will no longer carry separate names; but will be known as
Oconaluftee, “along the river” in the language of the Tsa-la-gi. This point of earth sits at
2750’ of elevation, nearly 3500’ below where Kephart sat on the day the picture was
taken, and to me they are some of the most wonderful 3500 vertical feet on this planet.
I come to explore them whenever I
want to remind myself that the
apparent troubles of my world are
not nearly as onerous as I am wont
to make them be; for in the beauty of
Kephart Prong and its watershed, it
is not possible for ill to long remain
in my consciousness; and I am
certain that it must have been the
same for Kephart, the man.
Horace Kephart was born on
September 12, 1862 in East Salem,
Pennsylvania, a tiny blip on the
radar screen then – if radar had existed – and no less so today, even given that it does.
East Salem sits a short four miles north of the Juniata River as it slices eastward on its
way to join the Susquehanna, cutting through the valley and ridge province that lies
eastward of the ancient Allegheny Plateau. Kephart’s forebears had been among the
earliest European settlers into this area of central Pennsylvania, but his part of the
family did not remain to carry the presence forward. When he was about five his father
Isaiah moved his household to central Iowa, near Jefferson, where he was a farmer,
before becoming a school principal, and later, after relocating to Cedar Rapids, a
professor of natural sciences at Western (now Coe) College. In the late 1870’s, Isaiah
returned to Pennsylvania and eventually moved to Dayton, Ohio where he was the editor
of the Methodist publication, The Religious Telescope, until his death in 1908. Through
all of the tumult of Horace’s adulthood that occurred during his own lifetime, Isaiah was
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a steadfast support. A reading of the long out of print volume, Life of Isaiah L. Kephart,
D.D., co-authored by his brother Cyrus, gives some insight into a father’s capacity to
love a son, even through the darkest nights of an
anguished soul. It also sheds light on the hardscrabble early experiences that became the Kephart
family tradition, which in many ways Horace sought
to honor through his own later life-style and
actions. Through his mid- and late-childhood years
and into his late teens, Horace grew on the prairies
of Iowa, which, at the time, was still part of the
American frontier, and as a frontier boy he
experienced a life in the natural world that was
probably typical of many; so that although it is true
that by the late-1840’s the native peoples of Iowa
had ceded their lands to the whites, there were still
small bands moving in and through the area and
Kephart may have, as an autobiographical essay
would later assert, encountered “wild Indians” as a
child.
Before the family returned to Pennsylvania, Kephart
had enrolled in Western College, but in the face of
the move back east, he withdrew and then became a
student at Lebanon Valley College in Annville, Pennsylvania, where he graduated in
1879.
It seems to have been the following year that Horace
discovered the joys associated with libraries, having
immersed himself in the Boston Public Library
while attending Boston University for post-graduate
work. These experiences prompted his seeking and
gaining admission to the graduate school at Cornell
University.
For the two miles of its designated length, Kephart
Prong Trail rises a mere 830’ from the trailhead on
Newfound Gap Road (US 441) to its terminus at a
backcountry shelter where Sweat Heifer Creek Trail
bears left and Grassy Branch Trail goes right, the
former climbing more or less directly up the
southeastern face of Mount Kephart to connect with
the Appalachian Trail; and the latter also climbing,
but further to the east, before ending at Dry Sluice
Gap Trail some 1.3 miles below that trail’s junction
with the AT just east of Charlie’s Bunion and about
3.3 miles east of the Sweat Heifer Creek Trail
connection.
Kephart Prong rises with the trail, releasing small, mostly unnamed, tributaries as it
does. There are beautiful moss-covered boulders everywhere that have allowed gravity
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to carry them thus far downward, but no more for the time being. I am more than
halfway to the shelter now on a glorious late-fall afternoon. The early morning chill that
greeted my arrival has given way to a temperature
in the high 50’s, and what started out as a slight
overcast has become a cloudless vault of azure sky.
A small troupe of chickadees and nuthatches has
discovered my presence and has spread the word
among itself.
From the glory that is the outburst of fall color,
the forest, shed of nearly all of its foliage, has
begun to quiet itself in preparation for the long
months of rest that lie ahead. The litter on the
sylvan floor has proceeded in its annual
desiccation and its disintegration is well underway
aided, as it always is, by the snails and fungi of
this Appalachian world.
When I am here I often wonder if Kephart passed
along this route as well, accompanied by Masa, on
their way to the crest; and even though Kep’s own
designated “back of beyond” lay further west
below Siler’s Bald in the upper reaches of Hazel
Creek, I know he wandered extensively in the
Oconaluftee drainage as well, for, among other
things, he helped map out the course of the Appalachian Trail through the Smokies.
Kephart Prong’s drop from the Smokies’ crest ridge
is shorter and steeper than that of Beech Flats
Prong, and so Kephart Prong’s contribution to the
ultimate flowage of the Oconaluftee is not as great
as its sister stream; but what it may lack in volume
is more than offset by the sheer beauty of its
watershed and it seems impossible to me that
Horace Kephart would have failed to know this.
This is an interesting word, “failure” and in the
American culture it is applied rather cavalierly in
many situations that are in truth otherwise. I have
failed at many things which I am convinced were
really only successes in disguise.
During his time at Cornell, Kephart was mentored,
and ultimately befriended, by Willard Fiske, the
school’s first librarian, who invited his student to
Italy to organize a great volume of material which
became part of Fiske’s bequest to the university.
Kephart was set to embark on his first career and
he did so with excellent credentials. Returning
from Italy he became an assistant librarian at Yale
College and the following year, 1887, he married Laura Mack of Ithaca, New York to
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whom he had become engaged prior to going overseas. Three years later, following the
trail of his growing interest in American frontier history, Kephart moved his family to
St. Louis to accept a position as
director of the Mercantile
Library, which had been
established in 1846 and was
the oldest library west of the
Mississippi; and is, by its own
reckoning, “the grandparent of
all cultural institutions in St.
Louis.”
By 1897, Horace and Laura
had a growing clan of six
children, four girls and two
boys. They had established
themselves firmly within the
social milieu of the city, and Horace was on his way to becoming one of the pre-eminent
librarians in the country. On its surface, all seemed well, indeed. It was not. Looking
back through the lens of hindsight there were signs of internal unrest and even
disenchantment with his urban and urbane life. What began, probably, as simple
diversions into hunting jaunts and camping trips became his focal points, and his
writings – theretofore scholarly articles on wide-ranging aspects of professional
librarianship – began to concentrate on outdoor themes of camping, woodsmanship,
and hunting. In a notebook he assembled in 1901 entitled “Songs of Barbarism” he
opines that, “I love the wilderness because there are no shams in it.” The notebook is
filled with excerpts from various sources praising the virtues of wilderness and decrying,
equally, the perversion and moral decay of material existence.
What must it be like to live, of seeming necessity, with a foot in one world that is the
very opposite of the world that one inhabits, and where the other foot stands, gladly and
joyously, in the inner realms of
one’s being? The strain of being
completely unable to reconcile
these two worlds must be
wrenching. In Horace Kephart it
apparently outcropped as a
severe drinking problem.
The stories of this kind among
native peoples, especially males,
forced to abandon their cultural
patterns in an enforced attempt
to conform them to the dominant
white culture are too numerous
to be discounted as merely
anecdotal. Why should it be any more difficult to accept that one of the dominant
culture’s own might respond in like manner when his spiritual make-up is demanding
one way of life and his social context is demanding another? From where I stand, it
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happens all the time.
Obviously, much of the distress centered around the impact of all of this on his
relationship with Laura and the children, for it is plain that he loved all of them very
deeply. Careers may come and go, but family is another matter altogether. In the last
part of 1903 Kephart was forced to resign his
position at the Mercantile; and in December, Laura
took the children and left St. Louis, returning to
her family home in Ithaca. Horace was nearly, but
not quite yet, at the bottom, the place that is
individual to each alcoholic that must be reached
before the long climb to wellness can begin. In
March 1904, Kephart was hospitalized following
what one writer has described as “a complete
nervous collapse.”
In the face of such a state of affairs what could a
father do but step in? Isaiah Kephart traveled to
St. Louis, collected his son, and returned him to
the former’s present home in Dayton.
That Kephart wished to renew himself is evident
from the actions that were undertaken while he
was in Ohio with his father. He journeyed to
Pennsylvania, visiting the cemetery where many of
his ancestors were buried and writing down the
epitaphs on each stone. In Dayton he engaged in
reflective speculation on a career as a writer, but a
writer specifically located in a part of the country where he might experience the kind of
life that his Kephart predecessors, including Isaiah, had known in those early days west
of the Susquehanna.
By the end of July 1904 he had made up his mind and he was ready to act. As he would
later say in an autobiographical note, “…In the summer of 1904 finding that I must
abandon professional work and city life, I came to western North Carolina looking for a
big, primitive forest…I took a topographic map and picked out on it…what seemed to be
the wildest part of this region; and there I went. It was in Swain County, amid the Great
Smoky Mountains, near the Tennessee line.”
To some, all of this may smack of failure. After all, one day you’re a well thought of,
prominent scholar and a respected member of your community; and the next, you’re a
homeless, jobless, drunk in the midst of a spiritual crisis apparently of your own
creation. To those folks of this mindset my suggestion would be, “Look again.”
All of what I have shared with you, and more, has been masterfully presented by
George Ellison in his excellent introduction to a marvelous piece of literary goodfortune. Earlier this fall Horace Kephart’s “lost” novel, Smoky Mountain Magic came
out in print for the first time. That, in itself, is a wonderful piece of news, for it has given
us not only a fine addition to Kephart’s other writings – and in a genre we’ve never had
in which to consider him before – but a chance to reflect further of the life and legacy of
this incredibly sensitive and complex person who gave so much of his energy that these
beautiful old mountains and our understanding of their people might be preserved for
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posterity – you, me, our children and their children – to enjoy. If all that he has
accomplished is only failure, then I might easily aspire to failure as well; but, of course,
that’s the rest of the story.
The first time I met George Ellison was in 1999.
We were both standing on the top of the
observation tower that crowns the summit of
Clingman’s Dome. George was there to talk,
more precisely to be interviewed; and I was
there to photograph him being interviewed. It
was the occasion of the Friends of the Smokies
fund-raising telethon that was being simulcast
by television stations in Knoxville and Asheville
Other than as the author of a well-known book
on Southern Appalachian folk culture which
had been written a long time ago, but was still
highly regarded, I knew little of Horace
Kephart’s life, or his other activities and
accomplishments. But here was Ellison holding
the very rucksack Kephart had carried on his
far-ranging rambles and describing in great
detail those adventures, as if he had been right
there with him. There was no doubt that I had
to learn more, and so my education into the life
of this Smokies icon began. It continues to this day, and the more I know of this enigma,
the more I appreciate the wholeness of his
character and the richness of his being, even in the
face of the daunting trials he endured as he sought
to come to terms with himself and his place in the
world.
There are four stream crossings on Kephart Prong
Trail as it ascends its narrow drainage toward its
Sweat Heifer Creek/Grassy Branch rendezvous. At
each of these crossings there is a rock-hop/wading
possibility – which is the way the horses must go –
as well as a foot log built on stonework laid down
by members of the Civilian Conservation Corps
(CCC) – which is the route I usually take. In the
midst of each log is a beautiful view both up- and
downstream. From the upstream-most of these
logs it is about .25 mile to the shelter, which sits in
a wide, flat area where a logging camp owned by
Champion Fiber Company once stood. About four
years ago this shelter was completely renovated by
monies raised for the Park by the Friends group,
and it stands now as a prime example of good
backcountry shelter construction with beautiful stone walls and a level, covered front
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porch. Kep would have been pleased to move right in and set up housekeeping.
From the intersection near the
front of the shelter one can
decide to turn left and follow
Sweat Heifer Creek Trail for 3.7
miles to its terminus at the AT, or
to go right and follow Grassy
Branch Trail 2.5 miles to its
intersection with Dry Sluice Gap
Trail and then go with the latter
1.3 miles to its conclusion at the
AT.
Both of these trails rise along
some lower ridge that is climbing
by one way or another to the
summit of Mount Kephart, which, at 6217’, is the ninth highest peak in an eastern
national park with sixteen peaks over 6000’ in elevation. So whichever way one may
choose to travel, there is an on-going reminder of the stature of the man whose name is
so closely associated with this prominent part of the larger whole, the back of the
beyond that is the most special to me.
But why is this so? Is it just because, in the face of such dispiriting obstacles, Horace
Kephart pulled his life together, found the hallowed ground on which he might war
against his demons and fought them there, winning far more battles than he lost? Is it
because, in the process of doing this for himself, he gave us one of the finest bodies of
literature ever produced on what it means to be a resident in the wilderness of the
Southern Appalachians, on how the wilderness shapes the lives of those who choose to
live in it on its terms, on the spine-tingling beauty that is to be found in opening oneself
to a dialog with the natural world of these mountains? Or does it go beyond this to
include the untold hours that he spent in advocating for the preservation of these places
in the form of a national park
that would be for the benefit
and enjoyment of everyone;
the miles upon endless miles
he spent alone, or in the
company of other like-minded
souls like George Masa, hiking
the land and mapping out the
locations that would be
preserved as Great Smoky
Mountains National Park,
documenting their special
features and noting the
individual beauties of each of
them? When asked about his dedication to this effort his response was characteristically
succinct: “I owe my life to these mountains and I want them preserved that others might
benefit by them as I have.”
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It is often difficult to say what motivations may compel a person to act in a certain way
in a particular circumstance, and the best evidence we have of the honorableness of their
intention is the action itself. Even though he was never able to successfully re-integrate
his own existence with that of his wife and children, he never severed the bonds that
held them together, and they remained connected to each other for the remainder of
their days over the years and the miles that separated them.
We seem to live in a world that grows more circuitous, more abstruse, and more opaque
by degrees – sham-ful, if you will indulge me in playing with Kephart’s word. At the
conclusion of the first decade of the twenty-first century the mountain folk of the
Southern Appalachians have certainly been exposed to a lot more of these ways than
they had been at the same period of the twentieth; and like most groups of humans on
the planet, they have learned to emulate fairly well what they have been exposed to. Yet
on the whole they tend, still, to be more direct in their dealings with others than most.
Kephart would recognize and appreciate them. He would appreciate, too, what has been
done, though surely not all of it, to preserve these mountains that were so beloved to
him and for whose benefit he worked so tirelessly.
How we come to think about what it means to survive in the world will ultimately dictate
the actions we take in order to ensure that our survival will continue. Putting ourselves
in the best possible interior world that we can imagine in order to encourage that
survival in our external circumstances often requires that we take actions which, to
many others, may seem like abject failure and self-negation; yet we do what we must do.
And one thing in all of this remains fairly certain: the person who acts will make many
mistakes, but they will never make the greatest mistake of all – doing nothing.

What’s Now?
The Activity of Bodies at Rest
Tomorrow is a day of change. It will not be a natural change, for those tend to draw
themselves out over time, unless they are cataclysmic in their nature. Tomorrow’s
change will be a man-made
one designed to reflect the
realization of a natural
change that has been slowly
occurring since early
October and will become
more recognizable and
fixed (for a while) by the
end of December.
Tomorrow’s change reflects
the following reality: The
entire length of Clingman’s
Dome Road, from
Newfound Gap to the
Dome’s parking lot is never
lower than 5000’in elevation. It begins at just a shade over 5000’and ends at just a
shade over 63oo’, high-elevation all the way. Now consider that the average daily high
temperature at Clingman’s Dome between December and March is 35-39˚, while the
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average overnight low temperature for that location for that same period of time is
18-24˚. The world according to Clingman’s Dome is getting colder by the day, and ice is
a common occurrence along the road to it. Rather than deal with the perils, as well as
maintenance problems, occasioned by this, the
park service simply chooses to close the road from
December 1-March 31, a wise and rational
approach, all things considered.
As I stand below the summit of the Dome on this
clear, crisp penultimate day of vehicular access and
look out across the waves of receding blue ridges it
is not difficult to see in them nature’s promise of
things to come, when the realm of these ancient
mountains will be much more silent and stilled,
will embrace a time of slumber and dormancy, will
become reflective and seek to look within, until the
time for action has come again.
The primary impact this has for photographers is
in available locations for sunrise and sunset
images. Sunrise can be photographed from Luftee
Overlook during the winter months, and the ball of
the sun is in an excellent position to be an effective
element. With overhead clouds and/or valley fog,
the cumulative of this is a good opportunity, with
the only real drawback being the lack of a dramatic
foreground, unless, of course, there happens to
be snow, or frost, on the ground and you use a
strong graduated neutral density filter – whether
in the field or in post-processing. The shapes of
the trees on the slope of Beech Gap can be
inspiring, but you have to be willing to work on
the downhill side of Newfound Gap Road to
bring them up in the image.
There are no really dramatic locations during the
next three months for sunset images – in the
absence of a hike into the backcountry and an
overnight stay somewhere like the shelter on
Mount LeConte – but don’t despair, March is
coming. Sunrise times for Luftee Overlook
between December 1, 2009 and February 28,
2010 range from 7:25 a.m. on December 1 to
7:44 a.m. on January 11; and then from 7:43 a.m.
on January 12 to 7:05 a.m. on February 28.
One of the more enticing opportunities during
the coming couple of months is water and
reflection imagery. The leaf litter from the fall’s
dropped foliage still has a very nice golden hue to it and reflections this time of year can
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produce striking gold/blue combinations and patterns. Little River is the best location
and the sun’s angle in the winter sky is low enough that you can work the gorge nearly
all day if you so choose, never
running out of interesting
combinations of abstract
design. Not only in its
reflected light, but also in the
warm tones of early morning
and late afternoon as it filters
through leaf-bare trees, both
of these make working Little
River a must for winter
photography in the Smokies.
But don’t limit yourself to
Little River; great reflections
and stream images can be
found in any number of Smokies’ streams at the right time of day and in the right
conditions. Try West Prong of Little Pigeon where it forms at the Chimneytops
Trailhead. Try Middle Prong of Little Pigeon in Greenbrier near the entrance to that
section of the park, as well as at the Porter’s Creek confluence and at the Ramsey
Cascades Trailhead. And try Middle Prong of Little River all the way to Tremont. Try
Deep Creek and Big Creek, and the Oconaluftee as well. Each one has its own
uniqueness and special aspects to offer, and you can hardly be disappointed with any of
them. Without foliage to add a color element to the opportunity, remember to consider
areas with lots of Rosebay rhododendron to add a color dimension; but also remember
to look to use the shape elements of trees and rocks as essential additional components
to your compositions.
Remember that during the
dormant months in the Smokies
it is more often about the light
itself and concentrate on the
light wherever you are. Along
Newfound Gap Road on Thomas
Divide and on the Tennessee
side of Newfound Gap from
Morton Overlook nearly to
Walker Camp Prong in early
morning and late afternoon the
light of winter can be amazingly
dramatic.
Remember, too, that it isn’t only from Clingman’s Dome that receding blue ridges can be
found and photographed, and that it is during the coming three months that this type of
image can most readily be found, period. Look for them along Thomas Divide and at
Newfound Gap in early- to mid-morning and in late-afternoon, and remember that they
are typically, though not always, more amenable to focal lengths of 200mm or longer.
Generally the more you stack them with longer telephotos, the more dramatic they
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become. The trick is to stack until you begin to isolate so much that you are eliminating
so many ridges that the “receding ridges” effect begins to be lost. In other words, what is
necessary is the achieving of
balance. The other helpful
consideration is to choose a
morning and look for a place
where there is just enough mist
or fog in the valleys to enhance
the separation among the various
ridges. Even if this element is not
present, you can find wonderful
blue ridges images any time the
weather is clear, or partly cloudy,
with enough sun to light up the
distant mountains.
And since we are entering the
months of winter, we cannot fail to think about frost, snow, and/or ice. Over the past
fifteen years, or so, it has become increasingly difficult to be in the park during snow/ice
events, as the park service has sought to minimize the risks to travelers during this kind
of weather. A commendable notion, I suppose, to a point. If you are fortunate enough to
be there when it begins to snow
heavily enough to stick quickly,
you can find beauty everywhere.
To its credit, the park service
does attempt to reopen the roads
as soon as possible after an
event, so the best bet, usually, is
to be close around in the
aftermath of a snowstorm so
that you can get into the park in
the early hours of the roads
being reopened. One way to
facilitate this is by having the
park road condition information
handy: (865) 436-1200,
Option#2, Option #2. This is good information to have, especially during the cold
months because there may only be rain in the valleys, but up top there can easily be ice
or snow; and calling ahead to check on road conditions can save time and the frustration
of arriving at an entrance gate only to be turned away because it’s freezing in the high
country.
Periodic rest is an essential aspect of any system, even an eco-system, and what may
look like the absence of activity, is actually the activity of bodies at rest, the
replenishment of energies that have been expended during to time of movement and
growth, the preparation for the next round of nature’s grand show that is called
Shaconage, the Place of Blue Smoke. Photography during this time of rest is no less
magical than ever. Enjoy.
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A Tip is Worth…?
Coaching the Artist Within
My father was very sure about certain matters pertaining
to the universe. To him, all good things – trout as well as
eternal salvation – come by grace and grace comes by art
and art does not come easily.
Norman Maclean
from A River Runs Through It

Art does not come easily, but it does come. I am always intrigued by those who seem to
believe that their initial efforts at art, and all of those that follow, should result in the
sculptures of Michaelangelo or the paintings of Monet. I knew almost nothing of the
basics of the photographic process when I
attended my first photography workshop in
April of 1994. That one of the images I took
that weekend won “Best of Weekend” from
among some 600 other images and placed
me on the path of my life’s purpose, which I
have followed every day since, will forever be
an amazement to me that I can only ascribe
to being a gift of the Universe to a rather
dim-sighted and hardheaded individual.
Gratitude should be the ideal I seek with
every breath.
What I have, so clearly, recalled in hindsight
is that in the days, weeks, and months that
followed I held to the notion that I was
“good” and that, because of this, all of my
images would automatically be good,
naturally. And I am so very fortunate that
over the passage of a fairly brief period it
became abundantly apparent that without
considerable effort on my part most of my
work would be mediocre at best, and that I
faced a very real and defining choice to continue as I had, or truly give myself over to the
task of being committed to the process of learning everything I could about the craft and
the art of nature photography.
This is the fourth part of a five-part series in this section of A Song for the Asking,
which discusses the lessons on creativity contained in a wonderful volume by Eric
Maisel entitled Coaching the Artist Within. For me, an appreciation of Maisel’s
work boils down to three basic considerations: creativity can be learned and enhanced
through a careful analysis of the real and knowable elements of the creative process;
self-honesty is the absolute essential ingredient that you must be willing to always bring
to the table; and creativity proceeds not nearly so much on faith as on the sheer
determination to hard work that, over time, integrates into one’s being all the elements
of craft that, when used diligently, carry one’s vision forward into the realm of art.
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Maisel sets out twelve skills that he considers essential to effectively coaching the artist
that dwells in each of us. In this segment we’ll
be talking about Skill #8, Committing to
Goal-Oriented Process; and Skill #9,
Becoming an Anxiety Expert.
For many who aspire to art, the notion of being
goal-oriented seems anathema to being an
artist. After all, isn’t art supposed to simply
flow? Aren’t you supposed to like each and
every part of what you do and what you create
all of the time? What about aperture
considerations and shutter speed choices? What
about understanding tonality and the nature of
the ambient light? What about compositional
balance and placement, and what about all
those focal lengths and how they affect the
rendition of the objects in you frame? I hear so
many people talk about photography as if all
there were to it were putting the camera in front
of their faces and releasing the shutter, and as if
pretty pictures were just that simple; and when
confronted with the questions I previously
posed, they act as if it’s all unnecessary and peripheral to the art they want to make with
their light-tight boxes, and then they rationalize that the images they make are good
enough, or else the best that they can do. As
Maisel says, sometimes hating your work is just a
part of the process, “You will sometimes actually
hate the process…even as you fully understand
that there can be no other process, no way around
it.” He instructs that you can truly honor the
process by saying something like, “I can do this
even though it hurts.” Or you can dishonor the
process by fantasizing that it must be different for
more fortunate ones. This dishonoring allows you,
then, to avoid responsibility for the process and to
avoid the reality of the process. His advice is quite
simple: “Don’t.” Sure, you may want the process to
be otherwise, but ultimately you must understand
and embrace process before you can hope to
change it.
Many who want to call themselves photographers
decry the fact that they are not technically inclined
and cannot understand what apertures and
shutter speeds are all about. I can certainly
empathize; I have the same feelings about the
logic of computer programs and the language of software, but my feelings will in no way
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alter the reality of the digital revolution in photography, and if I wish to continue to be
effective at what I do, my only real choice is to embrace the technology of computers as
it interfaces with the digital technology of cameras and lenses. I have to embrace the fact
that I must show up each day with a willingness
to download digital files into a hard drive and
then import those files into a processing
program that allows me to optimize the files as
they were created in the field into the art that I
saw in my mind and with my eyes as I
manipulated apertures and shutter speeds and
released the shutter.
Being a photographer is vastly not the same as
being a snap-shooter. Of the millions of those
who take pictures, if you wish to be able to call
yourself a photographer, you must prove the
exception to the snap-shooter. Being lucky is
wonderful, but being more than lucky is
required and you can’t depend on luck to carry
you through. Having the determination to read,
to study, and to practice is also necessary; and
even then nothing is guaranteed; but everything
you do in this regard enhances your power to
prove the exception. It also honors the process
by acknowledging the reality of the
circumstances. As Maisel says, “Honoring the
process means picturing your goal, understanding what gets you from here
to it, and tackling those tasks.”
Maisel suggests an exercise that might look something like this if it were applied to
photography:
• Fix a picture of your discipline (photography) clearly in your mind and imagine
the process of doing it from beginning to end. Picture it as if it were a movie
playing slowly in your mind and notice every aspect: feeling the attraction to a
particular location/subject, looking with the camera until you have the image (or
at least an initial concept) in the viewfinder, setting up your tripod and mounting
the camera with the appropriate lens, noticing the light on the subject and the
tonality of the subject, deciding on the appropriate aperture, manipulating the
controls so that with the aperture you have chosen you select an appropriate
shutter speed to give you the exposure value you have determined is correct,
checking your composition for all of the things that matter in a composition,
finally making sure that the elements are balanced and there are no distracting
elements present, and releasing the shutter.
• Ask yourself, “If I were to consciously set out to honor this process, would the
movie I am seeing look any differently?” Look at the movie again, making
whatever changes you have determined are needed.
• Having watched both movies, write an answer to these four questions: 1. What
does honoring the photographic process mean? What do I currently do that
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dishonors the photographic process? 3. What new things would I like to do to
honor the photographic process? 4. When I claim to be blocked or stuck, or when
I start calling myself bad names, what will I do that honors the process and gets
me back on track?
It is important to note, as Maisel points out, that there is a difference between a goalless oriented process and a goal-oriented
process, the former being much easier to
honor. And as he says, many people choose the
former and argue vehemently that they have
committed to process and are honoring it. As
he suggests, they have, in fact, used the word’s
multiple meanings as a way to evade their
responsibilities as a “meaning-making”
creature. (See A Song for the Asking; Volume
VII, Number 2; February 28, 2009.)
You, on the other hand, I believe, came to
photography because you have wanted to
realize your potential and to do the creative
work you have long wanted to do. These are, in
fact, goals; and since you have them, you also
have to face the fact that a commitment to a
goal-oriented process is what is required of you
and that truly honoring that commitment
requires that you accept responsibility for the
outcomes you desire and nothing less than
that. Honoring the process means
understanding what is required, acting toward
that end, making whatever mistakes you have to make, and keeping at it until the result
you wish for has been achieved.
Maisel’s Ninth Skill is an interesting one because it focuses on what I think of as
learning the negative; that is, rather than emphasizing what should be done, Skill #9
emphasizes what should not be done. It involves becoming an anxiety expert.
To become so steeped in the nuances of your own anxiety that you become capable of
using it as a tool of your creativity is a powerful skill, indeed. First, let’s acknowledge the
presence of the elephant in the room: Anxiety – what most students of the mind define
as ‘irrational’ fear – does, indeed, prevent us from creating effectively and sometimes
from even creating at all. Maisel posits that “Would-be creators are stymied more by
anxiety than by any other factor.” Where Maisel splits from the mainstream is by a
thread of reasoning with which I completely agree: anxiety is not always irrational and,
in fact, is quite often rooted in reality as well as rationality. As he says, “We get anxious
when we fear for our future…when we fear that we are about to embark on something
with potentially negative consequences for our mental, emotional, physical, existential,
or spiritual health. That is not irrational. That is the epitome of rationality.” When you
are set to engage in something and there is some inkling that you are about to make a
real mistake, Maisel suggests that this might well be thought of as a “gift of fear.” When,
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on the other hand, you have a real sense that there is something you should do,
especially something that you feel would be
of benefit to you, and you refrain from
acting, perhaps because of what others
might think, and you experience anxiety
associated with this, you are in the throes of
what Maisel calls a “curse of fear.”
Comparing instances of both, it becomes
plain that anxiety is not the real enemy, that
it is a necessary and integral part of our
early warning defense mechanism against
threats, and that, as such, it is something
sometimes to be heeded – when the threat is
real, and sometimes to be ignored – when
the threat is merely our conjuring mind at
work. Anxiety is just the tip-off to a
perceived threat which we must then
honestly evaluate to determine whether it is
real or conjured.
His advice about how to proceed through
anxiety is some of the best I can imagine,
“Whether we heed or ignore a warning
signal ought to be a decision based on our analysis of the situation, not a reflexive
reaction to an uncomfortable feeling. If we reflexively ignore all such warnings, we
become reckless and self-destructive. If we
reflexively heed all such warnings, we become
timid and blocked. Your goal as a creativity selfcoach is neither to routinely ignore nor to routinely
heed anxious warning signals but, through
awareness and practice, sensibly deal with your
anxious feelings case by case.”
First you have to become aware of your own
anxiety; then you have to acknowledge the
presence of your anxiety by breaking through
whatever defensiveness you may have built around
it. Next you have to turn an interrogating eye
toward your own reactions to recurring situations
in which you find yourself and finally begin to
recognize how anxiety manifests itself in your body
– whether more as mental confusion, or
physiological reaction, or cognitive distortion, or a
combination of these.
Beyond your awareness of all of this merely for
your own general well-being, the object, of course,
is to see how anxiety impacts your own creative
process. You might begin with expressing for yourself your own understanding of the
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components of your personal creativity, which is to say all the stages you go through as
you create. Then honestly ask
yourself what typically makes
you anxious at each of these
stages. Next try to formulate
solutions that you really feel
might help you deal effectively
with the anxiety you experience
at each stage. And lastly, test
your ideas against the reality of
that anxiety.
As you have probably surmised
from this discussion, it is not the
elimination of anxiety that is the
goal, but rather the conjuring of
fewer situations that you perceive as being threatening. As Eric Maisel reminds, “
The less you experience the opinions of others as a threat, the less you
experience entering the unknown as a threat, the less you experience
making creative choices as a threat…the less anxiety you will conjure and
then have to manage. The anxiety that remains – that portion that neither
will nor ought to go away – is yours to fathom and to handle brilliantly.”
Having goals as a photographer and managing the anxiety that can often be associated
with reaching those goals can offer enough food for thought to keep anyone busy for
several lifetimes. The joy of it all is that as we go forward with the work, not only do we
watch our creativity expand, but our humanity, as well, and our capacity to appreciate
the awesome beauty of the world around us.

As for EarthSong…
Walking in Beauty
As I walk with Beauty
As I walk, as I walk
The universe is walking with me
In beauty it walks before me
In beauty it walks behind me
In beauty it walks below me
In beauty it walks above me
Beauty is on every side
As I walk, I walk with beauty
Traditional Diné Prayer
As I have been writing this issue of “A Song…”, I have become more and more excited
as I got nearer and nearer to this final section, not because I was not enjoying writing
the other parts of this edition, but because I knew from the beginning that when I got to
this point there was something for me to announce to you about which I am extremely
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happy. For the past several months my friend and fellow-photographer, Warren
Bedell, and I have been working on the new EarthSong Photography website,
www.EarthSongPhotography.com. And now it’s launched, up and running, and
I’m really pleased with it. Without Warren’s expert guidance I’d still be stumbling along
on the Home Page, so I am extremely grateful for all of his help. It really is completely
new. There’s nothing on it that even resembles to old site. It contains the entire 2010
workshop schedule and completely new galleries. The previous three issues of
The seeker goes on a journey and embraces change and risk in
order to learn about life. The seeker wants to know what it feels like
to be really alive. Mistakes get made, and lessons get learned. Many
of the big lessons are learned more than once. The world is what it is.
… The seeker begins to turn inward for the answers. The search
becomes more of a search for inner power, inner resourcefulness.
The seeker begins to explore his or her inner world and imagination.
You find a place of silence that somehow resonates profoundly with
you, that feeds you.
Roderick MacIver
from The Heron Dance Nature Art Journal
Issue #56

A Song for the Asking can be downloaded from it as .pdf files. Each new issue will be
added as it comes out, and the oldest issue on the site will be removed. You can also sign
up for the newsletter directly from the site by clicking “Register” on the “Newsletters”
page.
I hope you will visit the website often. I welcome your thoughts and comments. As time
goes on, I’ll be adding new features, and I plan to introduce a blog in the near future so
that we can create an on-going conversation concerning all things photographic- and
creativity-related.
Of course, one of the primary aspects of the new website is to provide information about
my workshop schedule and other programs I’m involved with. Sharing my love of the
natural world and its incredible beauty through teaching and coaching is what motivates
much of what I do as a photographer, and bringing you that information, also, in “A
Song for the Asking” gives me a mirrored opportunity to reach as many people as
possible.

January 9-16, 2010:
Wilderness Wildlife Week – Pigeon Forge, Tennessee
This is the 20th Anniversary of Wilderness Wildlife Week and promises to be a
wonderful week filled with all sorts of excellent programs and outdoor activities. On
Wednesday, January 13th, 4:00-5:15 p.m. in the Guitar Room of the Music
Road Hotel Conference Center I will be presenting an hour of audio/visual
programs entitled Walking in Beauty: Images of the Natural World. All of these
are entirely new slide programs set to some of my favorite music, covering a wide range
of locations from the American Southwest to Michigan’s Upper Peninsula to Maine’s
Mount Desert Island, and of course, the Smokies and the Southern Appalachians. This
will be the first time I have offered a program of digital audio/visual presentations and
I’m very excited about doing it.
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Thursday, January 14th, 9:00a.m.-1:00p.m. in the Guitar Room of the Music
Road Hotel Conference Center I will be offering, along with Kendall Chiles and
Harold Stinnette a half-day photography workshop that will cover a range of topics
including the basics of exposure
and composition, ideas on
creativity, and of course matters
digital from workflow to
processing. We have been doing
this program for more than 10
years and it has become a very
popular part of the week
For complete information on
this great event google
“Wilderness Wildlife Week” and
select “Pigeon Forge Wilderness
Week”,
www.mypigeonforge.com/events_winterfest_wilderness.aspx. On the Wilderness
Wildlife Week page at the top select “Class List” from the choices and scroll down the
events of the week. I’ll look forward to seeing you there.

March 13-19, 2010:
Savannah, Georgia – The Charm of Coastal Georgia
This is going to be an amazing week. Savannah is one of the most beautiful cities in the
country, much less the South; and the middle of
March is the absolute best time to be there. The
azaleas will be blooming, and the parks and
squares – for which the city is famous – will be
showing off their spring finery. There will be
history everywhere dating from the preRevolutionary period to the Old South with all
of its charm. Savannah has even raised
cemetery sculpture to an art form and we’ll
photograph some beautiful examples. Of course
there’s also the beach at Tybee Island and the
nature of Little Tybee Island as well, and the
famous old lighthouse. Spanish-moss laden live
oaks add to the moody beauty and the
riverfront with its Cotton Exchange and Factor’s
Walk are part of the story, too. The famous
spouting lion fountain should be rebuilt by the
time we arrive. We’re staying on Tybee Island at
the Ocean Plaza Motel. If you’d like to register,
or want more information, contact me at
don@earthsongphotography.com, or at
(828) 788-0687. It’s an experience you will not want to miss.
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March 20-26, 2010:
Charleston, South Carolina – The Jewel of the Low Country
Charleston is one of my favorite cities on the planet. Aside from its graciousness and
charm, Charleston’s rich
cultural tradition and
historical significance make
it a delightful location to
explore and enjoy. The
formal beauty of Middleton
Plantation, the serene
loveliness of Magnolia
Gardens and its adjunct
Audubon Swamp, the
floating wonder of Cypress
Gardens, the grace and
elegance of the Battery and
the old city, the stateliness of
the Angel Oak: all of these are ingredients of a Charleston experience that we’ll take with
us wherever we go. We’ll be staying at Comfort Suites West of the Ashley, a new facility
that’s very convenient to nearly everywhere we want to be during the week. To register
or to get more information contact me at don@earthsongphotography.com, or
(828) 788-0687.

April 12-18, 2010:
Great Smoky Mountains (Maggie Valley), North Carolina – Where My Heart
Dwells
A lot of folks come to the
Smokies to lead workshops.
I live here. It’s more than a
place to experience nature;
it’s home. Inasmuch as I
have so much more still to
learn about these ancient
mountains, there are very
few who know them better,
and none who love them
more.
This is going to be a
wonderful week. We’re
staying in Maggie Valley,
North Carolina at Smokey Shadows Lodge, a lovely old Chestnut log lodge that sits at
4500’ overlooking Soco Gap. Check this place out at www.smokeyshadows.com.
From here we’ll explore Purchase Knob, Big Creek, Oconaluftee, Heintooga Ridge,
Balsam Mountain, and Thomas Divide; and then we’ll go into Tennessee to see what we
can find on that side of the park: Cove Hardwood Nature Trail, Sugarland Valley, Little
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River, Tremont, Greenbrier, Roaring Fork, and maybe even Cades Cove. After that we’ll
get serious…
I could spend a lot of words talking about a Smokies workshop experience, but the best
thing would be to come see for yourself. Remember, we only have 10 places in the group,
so don’t wait too long. To register or for more information contact me at
don@earthsongphotography.com, or at (828) 788-0687.

June 12-18, 2010:
Acadia National Park/Mount Desert Island, Maine – Rock, Water, and Light
The more time I spend on Maine’s Mount Desert Island and in Acadia National Park,
the more I love Down East.
The Maine coast has a
beauty that is as deep and as
dense as the granite
foundation that supports this
land of so many faces. Spring
in Acadia is a multi-faceted
experience that includes the
delicacy of wildflowers –
lupine, bunchberry, Clinton’s
lily, and more; the strength
of rock – pink granite
mountains and a rugged
shoreline that are a
photographer’s dream; the irrepressible presence of water – waves crashing, glacially
carved lakes, and laughing streams; and a light that seems to glow from within. We
eschew the crowds of Bar Harbor (but we’ll visit) for the serenity of Southwest Harbor’s
Seawall Motel, where Dave Lloyd and his family are like our own. To register or get
more information contact me at don@earthsongphotography.com or
(828) 788-0687.

Remember that the entire 2010 workshop schedule can be found on the EarthSong
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website, www.earthsongphotography.com. During the remainder of the year we’ll
be visiting Acadia/Mount Desert Island, Maine and the awesome Upper Peninsula of
Michigan in the fall. So if the first half of 2010 is already booked for you, it’s still
possible to catch us down the road. And if you have any questions or comments, don’t
hesitate to contact. I enjoy hearing from everyone.
Until next time, may the Spirit of Light guide your shutter release.
This newsletter is sent only to those people who have expressed an interest in receiving
it. If you no longer want it, you can get off the mailing list by sending an email
requesting removal to don@earthsongphotography.com.

Sunset, Cape Cod National Seashore
Massachusetts
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